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Abstract
We examine the rhetorical methods of Leonardo of Pisa in his exposition of single false position in Liber Abbaci. For example,
Leonardo makes extensive use of formulaic phrases in his solutions. Some of these formulas also seem to indicate whether a
particular solution needs further justification. Although he prefers proofs in terms of the pseudo-Euclidean canon of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯,
sometimes such proof eludes Leonardo and he resorts instead to justification by experiment. We also look at the extent to which
using symbolic representations might distort our view of Leonardo’s thinking.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Sommario
Si esamina il metodo retorico di Leonardo da Pisa nella sua esposizione della singola falsa posizione nel Liber Abbaci. Per
esempio, Leonardo fa un uso estensivo di frasi che sottintendono formule nelle sue soluzioni e alcune di queste formule sembrano
dare una indicazione sulla necessitá o meno di una ulteriore giustificazione della particolare soluzione. Sebbene egli preferisca
dimostrazioni in termini del canone pseudo-Euclideo di al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, talvolta alcune dimostrazioni sono al di fuori della sue
portata ed egli ricorre allora alla giustificazione per esperimento. Si discuterá inotre l’effetto che l’utilizzo della rappresentazione
simbolica potrebbe avere su una nostra visione distorta del pensiero di Leonardo.
© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Leonardo of Pisa, also known as Fibonacci, published his Liber Abbaci in 1202, and again in revised form in 1228.
He is most widely known because of a relatively insignificant problem in Liber Abbaci that gives rise to the Fibonacci
sequence.1 However, Liber Abbaci has also been recognized as an important step in the development of algebra in
medieval Europe. For example, Leonardo is seen as a pioneer in the development of systematic methods for solving
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[Boncompagni, 1857] and it has recently been translated into English [Sigler, 2002]. Aspects of Leonardo’s contribution to algebra are discussed in
[Bartolozzi and Franci, 1990; Franci and Toti Rigatelli, 1985; Høyrup, 2005; Hughes, 2003, 2004; Katz, 1998; Rashed, 1994; Spiesser, 2000; van
der Waerden, 1985; Vogel, 1940].0315-0860/$ – see front matter © 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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J. Hannah / Historia Mathematica 34 (2007) 306–332 307linear equations in several unknowns [Vogel, 1940] and he gives one of the earliest European accounts of the alge-
braic methods of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯ and Abu¯ Ka¯mil for solving quadratic equations [Rashed, 1994]. Although this latter
material is confined to the final section of the last chapter of Liber Abbaci, some algebraic techniques—informal
versions of the restoration and comparing steps of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s algebra [Katz, 1998, 244]—are used extensively
throughout the second half of the book. On the other hand, Leonardo is still some distance from the symbolic algebra
of Viète. Thus the unknowns and equations discussed by Vogel and Rashed are rhetorical objects for Leonardo; for
example, “the first man’s denari” or “If you were to give me 7 of your denari, I would have five times as much as
you.” If we wish to see mathematics as Leonardo saw it, we may need to immerse ourselves in his rhetoric rather
than replace it with an algebraic symbolism which, from our modern point of view, appears equivalent to it. Netz
has shown how an algebraic representation can distort our view of Archimedes’ geometric thinking [Netz, 2004,
Section 1.3]. We ought at least to check that symbolic replacements do not distort our view of Leonardo’s think-
ing.
The first seven chapters of Liber Abbaci are an introduction to doing arithmetic with what we now call Arabic
numerals, and there follow chapters about such practical topics as the calculation of prices or rates of barter (Chapters 8
and 9), the division of profits among members of a company (Chapter 10), and the proportions for alloys to be used
in coinage (Chapter 11). This material is followed by the 12th and longest chapter, with nine sections devoted to
various methods of solving what might best be called mathematical riddles [Høyrup, 2002, 364–367]. The first of
these methods is (single) false position: you guess a value for the unknown quantity and then correct it by means of a
proportion calculation. In Chapter 13, Leonardo shows how the method of double false position can be used to solve
all the types of problems discussed in the earlier chapters. Chapter 14 is about calculation with square and cube roots,
either using approximations or in the style of Euclid’s Elements X. Finally, Chapter 15 has three sections, one dealing
with advanced proportion, another with (geometric or abstract) squares and cubes, and the last one dealing with the
algebra of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯.
In this paper I shall look at some rhetorical features of Leonardo’s exposition of false position. Section 1 of the
paper is a brief account of the five examples that Leonardo uses to introduce false position or, as he calls it, the method
of trees. In Section 2 we look at one of the most prominent rhetorical features of his exposition, his use of formulaic
phrases. Section 3 looks at how Leonardo develops or extends his tree method in this section of the 12th chapter. Two
themes emerge here: first, the difficulty of giving a faithful representation of his rhetorical methods using symbolic
algebra, and second, Leonardo’s apparent concern to justify each new extension of the method. Section 4 deals with
two examples where false position is used and extended in the context of the more advanced mathematics of the final
chapter of Liber Abbaci.
The text of Liber Abbaci survives, in part or as a whole, in 14 manuscripts,2 but Boncompagni’s edition [1857] is
based on just one of these (Conv. Soppr. C.I.2616 at Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale in Florence, referred to as C in
what follows). No critical edition has been published. In this article I have relied mainly on Boncompagni’s edition,
checking it against C, and against two other manuscripts: Pal. lat. 1343, held at Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana in
Rome (called P in what follows), and Gadd. Reliqui 36, held at Biblioteca Laurentiana in Florence (called G below).
[Hughes, 2004] dates P to the 13th century, and C and G to the 14th century. Some features of the manuscripts
are worth highlighting as they play a role in later discussions. Figure 1 shows part of folio 73 verso of C, near the
beginning of Leonardo’s discussion of false position. Capitals usually indicate the beginnings of problems (Leonardo
did not number his problems, but for ease of reference I have done so in this paper, and the problems shown here
are called Problems 4, 5, and 6 below). Many problems also have headers, normally written in a different ink. These
usually start on the line before the capital, at the end of the solution to the previous problem. This gives them the
appearance of an afterthought, especially when they overflow into the margin (as happens with Problem 6). However,
the overflow is often accommodated on the next line with the problem being written round it (see Problem 11 in
Fig. 4). So it is reasonable to assume that these headers were written at the same time as the main text. Such headers
occur significantly less often in the corresponding part of the earlier manuscript P, so it is possible that they form a
rudimentary commentary inserted after Leonardo’s time.
Another feature of Fig. 1 is the marginal table used to illustrate the false position calculation in Problem 5. Gener-
ally speaking, the earlier manuscript P has fewer such tables in the parts I have examined, but, as we shall see, there
2 [Hughes, 2004, 314–315] gives a list of these, extending slightly an earlier list assembled by [Lüneburg, 1993, 315–316].
308 J. Hannah / Historia Mathematica 34 (2007) 306–332Fig. 1. Part of folio 73 verso of Conv. Soppr. C.I.2616 (reproduced courtesy of Biblioteca Nazionale centrale di Firenze). The marginal table belongs
to the second problem (Problem 5), whose header De arbore uel numero cuius 45 34 sunt 33 plus arbore uel numero may be seen level with the top
of the capital I.
are a few critical points where all three manuscripts have tables. Thus, while these marginal tables may well form
another component of the aforementioned rudimentary commentary, it is also possible that some of them date back to
Leonardo himself.
1. Tree problems
The third section of Chapter 12 of Liber Abbaci is headed “On problems of trees and the like, and how solutions
arise” and it contains almost 100 problems. It begins with a group of five problems that establish what Leonardo
means by a tree problem, and his standard method of solution, the tree rule.
Here is the first problem3:
(a) There is a tree of which 13 and 14 lie under the ground, and they are 21 palms.(b) It is sought how much is the length of that tree.
3 For this problem see [Boncompagni, 1857, 173–174; Sigler, 2002, 268–269]. Translations are all mine. Sigler’s translation is not quite conformal
enough for my purposes (see [Høyrup, 2002, 40–42] for a discussion of conformal translations). However, for the reader’s convenience I give
references to both his version and Boncompagni’s Latin version. My main points of difference are an adherence to Leonardo’s use of formulaic
phrases and an attempt to use the same word each time to translate a given word, whether it is used mathematically or not. To preserve Leonardo’s
rhetorical flow for the modern reader I have used our present day representation of fractions, writing for example 13 + 14 for Leonardo’s 14 13 , and
1 39361 for his
1 2
19 19 1 (which means 119.19 + 219 +1). To aid discussion of the first problem, I have inserted line breaks and labels, like (a), to highlight
key features of the tree rule. My own numbering of the problems in this third section of Chapter 12 is indicated in square brackets at the start of
each problem.
J. Hannah / Historia Mathematica 34 (2007) 306–332 309Fig. 2. Marginal tables accompanying the first problem: (a) the first method, using proportions, and (b) the second method, using false position or
the tree method.
There follows a solution using the proportional methods that Leonardo has discussed earlier.4 He then introduces
the tree rule (or what we now call the method of false position):
There is indeed another method which we use, namely that you put for the unknown thing some arbitrary known number
which is divided evenly by the fractions which are put in the problem itself. And according to the posing of that problem,
with that put number you strive to discover the proportion occurring in the solution of that problem.
and he spells out the steps of the method for this problem:
For example, the sought number of this problem is the length of the tree.
(c) Therefore you put that to be 12, since it is divided evenly by the 3 and the 4 which are under the fraction lines.
(d) And because it is said 13 and 14 of the tree are 21, you take 13 + 14 of the put 12.
There will be 7, which if it were by chance 21 we would certainly have what was proposed, namely that the tree be 12
palms.
But because 7 is not 21, it turns out therefore, proportionally as the 7 is to the 21 so the put tree to the sought one, namely
the 12 to the 36.
(e) Therefore one is in the habit of saying, “For the 12 which I put, 7 results. What should I put so that 21 results?”
(f) And if it is said this way, the outermost numbers should be multiplied together, namely the 12 by the 21, and the result
should be divided by the remaining number.
In terms of the arithmetic needed, these two methods are identical, but Leonardo draws a clear distinction between
them in the text, and they are represented by quite different marginal tables (Fig. 2). The first method uses a convenient
subdivision of the unknown. It is based on the proportional reasoning which Leonardo has just discussed in the second
section of Chapter 12 and so needs no further justification. This method is called bundling by Høyrup in his discussion
of Babylonian mathematics [2002, 60, 66]. The key point of difference in the second method is the guessing of a value
for the unknown (which is then corrected by a proportion calculation). This method is usually called (single) false
position, but in this paper I shall use Leonardo’s name, the tree rule or the method of trees. Although the method
would be considered obsolete today, it has a long history as a problem-solving tool, appearing for example in ancient
mathematical texts from Babylon [Høyrup, 2002, 59–60 and 211–212] and possibly Egypt [Gillings, 1972, 154;
Imhausen, 2003, 36–38 and 51]. For Leonardo this method may have been on shakier ground. The phrase it turns out
is almost apologetic about the magical nature of the method.5 In this first example of its use, the method seems to gain




3 are found in 12, you understand the tree itself to be divided into 12 equal parts, of which a third and a fourth, that is 7 parts,
are 21 palms. Therefore proportionally, as the 7 is to the 21, so the 12 parts to the length of the tree. And because whenever four numbers are
proportional, the product of the first by the fourth is equal to the product of the second by the third, therefore if you multiply the second 21 by the
known third 12, and you divide by the first number similarly, namely by the 7, there will come up 36 for the fourth unknown number, namely for
the length of that tree.”
5 Alternatively, Leonardo may have been worried about the impropriety of obtaining the correct solution from a false assumption [Høyrup, 2005,
39]. Concern on this latter point was certainly voiced many years later by Caramuel [Høyrup, 1998, 47].
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then the following problems deal with trees or numbers x such that
2. x − ( 13 + 14)x = 21.
3. x + ( 13 + 14)x = 38.





x − x = 33.
Even for these simple problems caution needs to be exercised when using such algebraic equations to represent
what Leonardo is saying. The rhetoric which they replace says things like, “If you do such-and-such to x, then you
will get 21.” In Leonardo’s tree method, you “do such-and-such” to the guessed value of x (in this paper I call this the
processing instructions for the problem) and then check to see if you get the stated value (I call this value the target)
before carrying out the correction step. Thus Leonardo’s rhetoric implicitly highlights both the processing instructions
(given on the left-hand side of the above equations) and the corresponding target (given on the right-hand side). The
need for caution increases as Leonardo uses the tree method on more complex problems. However, for the moment,
the main point is that the = sign in the above equations is not symmetric, but is more like the = button on a calculator,
with the right-hand side indicating the result of the calculation on the left-hand side.6
Unlike the first four problems, Problem 5 is presented in two different wordings. The header to the problem in
manuscript C seeks “a tree or number of which 34 and
4








x = 33 + x.
However, in the body of the problem Leonardo seeks “a tree from which you take 34 and
4
5 and from the combined
quantities if you subtract the quantity of that tree, there remains 33,” a wording which I have converted to the fifth
equation in the above list. This transformation of the problem is done without comment, even though the tree method
does not work if you use the version of the problem in the header: using ( 34 + 45 )x as the processing instructions, and
33 + x as the target, gives the wrong answer.7
After these five problems Leonardo says, Now that the tree rules have in fact been explained, let us indeed turn
to similar rules.8 Thus these problems and their solutions provide a beginner’s guide to identifying and solving tree
problems. In later problems, the reader is sometimes directed towards these initial examples by phrases like by the
rule of the second tree, referring to the second example above.9
2. Formulas for solving tree problems
Mathematicians are used to capturing their methods in algebraic formulas, but as we have seen, Leonardo does not
express himself that way. There is another meaning of the word “formula” however, a meaning which is actually more
commonly used in the non-mathematical world, if the Oxford English Dictionary is to be trusted:
6 An alternative way of representing such problems could be the algorithmic notation ( 13 + 14 )x → 21, as used, for example, in [Oaks and
Alkhateeb, 2005]. While this respects the flow of the rhetoric in this example, we shall see other examples (Problems 75–84 below) where this
notation too is a bit misleading.
7 This lack of comment may be due to the heading being inserted by a later editor. However, as we shall see, similar transformations are carried
out without comment in the main body of later problems (see Problem 6, for example), so such behavior is in any case typical of Leonardo.
8 [Boncompagni, 1857, 173–175; Sigler, 2002, 268–270].
9 [Boncompagni, 1857, 188; Sigler, 2002, 287].
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a rule unintelligently or slavishly followed. (Literary criticism) A stock epithet, phrase, or line, repeated for various effects
in literary composition, esp. epic poetry. [OED, 1993]
Leonardo certainly uses formulas in this sense of the word. Thus, although the tree rule consists of just two key steps
(guess a value for the unknown, and then scale it to get the correct value) Leonardo spells out several intermediate
steps, and for most of these steps there is an associated formula in the above sense. This is illustrated in Table 1, where
Problem 5 has been used as an example.
Table 1
Key steps of the tree method, and associated formulas
Step Example of associated formula
(a) Recognize the problem type There is a tree of which you take . . .
. . . there remains 33.
(b) Identify the unknown It is sought again how much is the length of that tree.
(c) Make an initial guess You put it to be 20 . . .
(d) Calculate parts and compare with target . . . there remains 11. Since this is meant to be 33,
(e) Summarize the situation you say, “For the 20 which
I put for the quantity of the tree, 11 results.
What should I put so that 33 results?”
(f) Calculate the correct value You will multiply the 20 by the 33 and divide by the 11.
It is perhaps inevitable that such phrases will suffer some degradation when applied to a large collection of problems
(in this third section of Chapter 12 of Liber Abbaci I count 76 problems unambiguously solved by the tree method).
However, the formulaic nature of the phrases is brought out by their resistance to precisely this pressure. To observe
this resistance, of course, you really need to read all the problems, and to read them in the original Latin. I have tried
to preserve such formulas in my translations of the problems in this paper, and the Latin forms of the relevant phrases
from these problems have been collected together in Appendix A. Step (d) is perhaps the most noticeable formula: in
the 41 problems where Leonardo includes this step, all but two use the phrase que (cum) uellent esse (a third of them
include the cum), the other two problems using the verb debeo instead of uolo. But even the formula for step (c) has
an irreducible core as it is transformed to fit each problem: all 52 of the problems where this step is explicit use some
form of the verb pono, and 43 of these use the imperative pone.
We shall meet further examples of all these formulas later in this paper, but before proceeding any further we need
to consider some of the steps and their associated formulas in more detail.
(a) Recognizing the problem type
In the first five problems Leonardo has set himself the task of describing (and solving) typical problems where
the tree method works. In algebraic terms, single false position works for any linear equation ax = b as long as
the coefficient a is a nonzero number. Leonardo was certainly familiar with abstract descriptions of this kind. For
example, in Chapter 15 he describes al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s classification of quadratic problems and includes the type “roots
or parts of one root are equal to a number,” a type which could easily be adapted to Leonardo’s first four problems
above. Indeed, when Leonardo invokes the tree method outside the third section of Chapter 12, it is almost always
prefaced by recasting the problem into the form of one of these five problems: “trees or parts of a tree equal a number.”
However, in the third section of Chapter 12 itself, Leonardo usually omits such a step and simply carries out the tree
method straightaway (see Problems 6, 14, 24, 66 and 75 discussed below).
It is possible that Leonardo is following a different source in this section, a source that prefers to convey gen-
erality by displaying typical examples. This preference has been observed, for example, in Babylonian and Chinese
mathematics [Høyrup, 2002; Chemla, 2003]. In later European mathematics it became more common, even for writers
strongly influenced by Leonardo, to give general descriptions first and then specific examples as applications [Spiesser,
2000, 376]. However, Leonardo’s approach does have advantages. From the student’s point of view, the method works
for scores of problems that do not appear to fit the “trees or parts of a tree equal a number” model. There seems to be
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cases and thus develop an intuition for the scope of the method. Of course, algebraically these problems do all reduce
to the ax = b case, but it is not easy to recognize this fact without using symbolic algebra.
As already mentioned, Leonardo’s first four problems tell us that the tree method works for problems of the kind
“trees or parts of a tree equal a number.” The fifth problem hints at another way of defining the scope of the method.
The method does not work for this problem as formulated in the header, and the problem needs to be rephrased in line
with the “trees or parts of a tree equal a number” model. Thus, although Leonardo makes no explicit comment about
what he has done, it seems that the student is expected to recognize the appropriate formulation of a tree problem not
just from an explicit range of examples where it works, but also from an implicit range where it does not work.
(c) Making an initial guess
This is one of the defining steps of the tree method: putting a probably false value for the unknown. The Latin word
for “put” may be ambiguous here, referring both to a purely mechanical process (place this value in the appropriate
part of a calculation array as in Fig. 2b), and a mathematical hypothesis (assume the unknown has this value, and let
us see what happens in the problem).
With the early problems, Leonardo always chooses the lowest common multiple of the denominators mentioned
in the problem. But sometimes there are no denominators, and then he appears to operate quite mechanically on the
data, as in the following example10:
A certain lion eats one sheep in 4 hours, and a leopard [does it] in 5 hours, and a bear in 6 hours. It is sought, if one sheep
is thrown to them, in how many hours will they devour it. You do thus: for the four hours in which the lion eats the sheep,
you put 14 ; and for the 5 hours of the leopard, you put
1
5 ; and for the 6 hours of the bear, you put
1





6 are found in 60 you put it that in 60 hours they devour that sheep. [Boncompagni, 1857, 182; Sigler, 2002, 279–280]
On other occasions Leonardo does some behind-the-scenes work to produce the smallest suitable integer guess, as
in the next example:
A certain man bought 7 eggs for one denaro, and sold 5 eggs per denaro, and his profit was 19 denari. It is sought what he
invested in eggs. You put it that he invested 5 denari. [Boncompagni, 1857, 179; Sigler, 2002, 275]
As we shall see below (Problem 24 and Example 4.1), when there is no obvious first guess, Leonardo uses the
number 1. Of course, the tree method will work for any nonzero guess. So there is no incorrect value, and Leonardo
has simply pointed out a choice that usually produces the easiest arithmetic.
(e) Summarize the situation
Strictly speaking, step (e) is completely unnecessary and yet it gives perhaps the most characteristic formula of
the tree method.11 It is the type of phrase we can imagine beginners being encouraged to use, preferably out loud. It
occurs in all except one of the first 14 problems in the third section of Chapter 12, but it is used only intermittently
after that (8 more times in the remaining 62 problems). However, when Leonardo wants to conjure up memories of the
tree method later in Liber Abbaci, this is the phrase he uses. For example, in a problem from Section 6 of Chapter 12,
about a traveler making a profit, he says:
Therefore you say, “For the 1 denaro which I put for that capital, he gains 7. What should I put so that he gains 9 denari?”
[Boncompagni, 1857, 258; Sigler, 2002, 373]
10 See also Problem 14 below, where Leonardo’s mechanical use of denominators produces a larger than necessary initial guess.
11 I would like to thank the editor for pointing out that Bha¯skara uses a similar standard formulation for the Rule of Three [Keller, 2006, I, l–li].
Keller translates the formula as, “If with [measure] M , [the fruit] F is obtained, then with [the desire] D, what is obtained?”
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rule of double false position. In this rule Leonardo uses two guesses at the value of the unknown, and then compares
them to see how much closer he is to the target value:
Therefore you say according to the first method, “For the one pound that I increased in the second position, I approached
more closely to the true value by 3 ounces of silver. How much should I increase the second position so that I approach
more closely by another 3 ounces?” [Boncompagni, 1857, 322; Sigler, 2002, 452]
The formula merely repeats, in the same order, the information from steps (b) and (d). Its purpose seems to be to
position the three values (put value, result and target) for the final calculation. Leonardo gives explicit instructions for
this calculation in the first three problems (see Problem 1 above) but after that the formula for step (f) in Table 1 is
generally used.
Marginal tables
In the manuscript C used by Boncompagni some problems are accompanied by marginal tables like the one in
Fig. 2b. Most of these tables also appear in G, while the earlier manuscript P contains about half of them. Leonardo
describes similar tables in Chapter 8 when doing proportionality calculations arising in applications of the rule of
three. As long as the table is read in Leonardo’s standard order (right to left, and top to bottom), it duplicates the
summary formula (e), and with the diagonal line it supports the final calculation (f). In other words, you can carry out
the entire procedure in such a table.
In C there are just 22 such tables among the 76 tree method problems. Most of these seem to serve a special
purpose, either for Leonardo or for a later editor. For example, 3 tables accompany the five introductory examples
above (see Fig. 1) and so may be intended as extra help for beginners learning a new method. Similarly there are
another 13 tables accompanying the final group of 20 problems (discussed below). Here they help clarify an otherwise
murky final step in the calculation of the corrected guess.
The role of formulas
Netz has shown how formulaic phrases helped the classical Greek geometer to structure his proofs and marshall
the resources of his toolbox [Netz, 1999, Chapters 4 and 5]. What purpose do formulas serve in Leonardo’s case? One
likely use is to provide a framework for solving problems, or for carrying out an algorithm.12 In this case the formulas
could help highlight the fact that a single method has been used to solve all the problems, emphasizing the sameness of
the method even in new contexts where it is not immediately clear how the problem is a “tree problem.” If we take this
view, then Leonardo can be seen establishing the framework in his first five examples, with the full set of formulaic
phrases being used in all but one of these examples. Further repetition of the phrases follows in his next group of five
examples, a group that Hughes has interpreted as practice exercises on those first five “rules” [Hughes, 2003, 11].
As Netz observes, “repetition creates formulae of marked repetitiveness. In such formulae of marked repetitiveness,
ellipsis is natural—the unit is parsed as a whole and therefore parts of it may become redundant” [Netz, 1999, 153].
Thus, as the exposition proceeds, fewer formulas are needed to conjure up the method in the mind of the reader. So,
for about a third of the problems, the tree method just consists of putting a value (c), processing it and comparing the
result with the target (d), and finally correcting the put value (f). In extreme cases all we see is an implicitly put value,
followed by the correction step (see Problem 83 below).13
If we accept Netz’s view, then any elliptical form of the tree rule implicitly carries with it all the omitted formulas.
Explicit recall of such redundant formulas, long after usage has made their redundancy clear, may be a signal that
extra care is needed. As we shall see, redundant formulas are often recalled for duty if a problem is irregular in some
12 Such solution frameworks were common in medieval mathematics [Spiesser, 2000, 373] and, indeed, they are still used today. See for instance
Anton’s steps for sketching the graph of a function, listed in [Anton, 1999, 306] and then used as formulas in a succession of examples [Anton,
1999, 310–318].
13 Keller [2006, I, l–li] points out a similar situation in Bha¯skara’s treatment of the Rule of Three, where a single word from a characteristic
formula is used to signal the use of the Rule.
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actually the main symptom of irregularity (see Problems 6, 66, and 75 below). It is as if Leonardo wished to highlight
the difficulties associated with these irregularities. Furthermore, in apparent response to these difficulties, Leonardo
usually goes on to provide some form of extra justification for those problems.
3. Extending the scope of the tree method
In the remainder of the third section of Chapter 12 of Liber Abbaci Leonardo solves almost 100 problems, usually
by some variation of his tree method. We shall now look at how he extends the scope of his method in these problems.
We shall focus particularly on problems that do not fit Leonardo’s model Problems 1 to 5, and on Leonardo’s concern
to justify his method in these new situations.
3.1. Some nonstandard problems and their justification
Having established the typical tree problem and its method of solution, Leonardo moves on to a new class of
problems that succumb to the tree method. However, this next group of five problems fails to fit the structure (“trees
or parts of a tree equal a number”) so carefully modeled in the first five problems. Here is the first one.
[Problem 6] On discovering a certain number for which 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 of it is the root of the same number
There is a number which if you take 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 of it, then the amount which comes up, if multiplied by itself, makes
the same number; that is, it will be the root of that number. It is sought what is that number. Therefore you put again that
it be 60. You take 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 of this, which is 57, and you multiply it by itself. There will be 3249 which is meant to
be 60. Therefore you say, “For the 60 which I put for the quantity of the number, 3249 results. What should I put so that
just 60 results?” You will therefore multiply the 60 by the 60. It makes 3600 which you divide by the rule for 3249, that is
1
19·19·9 , and 1
39
361 comes up. And that number is this much. [Boncompagni, 1857, 175; Sigler, 2002, 270–271]
The solution is accompanied by a marginal table similar to the one in Fig. 2b. After checking that his answer really is
a solution, Leonardo states and solves an equivalent version of the problem:
In another way, because 13 + 14 + 15 + 16 , that is 1920 , of that number multiplied by itself makes the number itself, you
discover the number which I multiply by 1920 to make 1. This you will discover if you divide the 1 by the
19
20 , namely the 20
by the 19, from which division results 2019 , which is the root of the sought number, as we said. This multiplied by itself
makes 400361 for the sought number. And this I shall also demonstrate with a geometric figure. [Boncompagni, 1857, 175;
Sigler, 2002, 271]
The geometric proof that follows shows that the two problems are indeed equivalent and verifies the solution.
Although Leonardo refers only to this specific problem, he seems to intend his proof to work for similar problems
because he solves two more problems in this group the same way. Figure 3 shows a slightly modified version of
Leonardo’s diagram.14
In this diagram, AD is a rectangle with side AB having the unknown number for its length, and with side AC
having length 1, while AK is a square whose side AE is 1920 of AB . Paraphrasing Leonardo’s proof, AD and AK
are equal in this problem, and so AZ equals the root of the unknown. Hence also the shaded rectangles are equal,
and their sides are in reciprocal proportion to one another.15 That is, CI : ID = EI : IK or AE : EB = AC : CZ.
Compounding (by Elements V, 18) gives AE : AB = AC : AZ or 1920 : 1 = 1 : AZ and this is the condition on the root
AZ that he sought to prove.16
14 This marginal diagram is constructed verbally in the text, and so may be fairly attributed to Leonardo. I have added shading for ease of reference.
15 By Elements VI, 14 [Heath, 1926, vol. 2, 216], although Leonardo makes no explicit reference to this. Euclid’s results about proportion are
often used this way in Liber Abbaci. Notice that Leonardo could have obtained the final proportion AE : AB = AC : AZ more directly by applying
the same Elements VI, 14 to the initial pair of rectangles AD and AK .
16 There is probably a use of Elements VII, 19 involved here. This conflation of magnitude and number is not Euclidean, of course, but it dates
back to at least Eutocius [Netz, 2004, Section 2.5, esp. 116–120].
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Why does Leonardo offer both an alternative method and a geometric proof here? The answer probably lies in the
formula, “For the 60 which I put . . . , 3249 results. What should I put so that just 60 results?” If you put the correct
answer, then in fact 60 does not result! (Nor should it, given the wording of the problem.) Leonardo makes no direct
comment, but he could reasonably expect alert readers to notice such an anomaly in the formula. For these readers
Leonardo offers an alternative method, in line with his promise in the book’s introduction of “demonstrating almost
everything that I have included by a firm proof” [Burnett, 2003, 87]. The proof follows a pseudo-Euclidean style that
manipulates squares and rectangles, but that allows concrete lengths such as 1 and 2019 . Thus it belongs to the same
tradition as al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s proofs of the methods for solving quadratic problems. Netz discusses how this merging of
separate traditions, the abstract tradition of Euclidean geometry and the practical tradition we associate with Hero and
Diophantus, met the need that Arabic mathematicians saw for putting their algebra on a firmer footing [Netz, 2004,
141–142]. Here too Leonardo is invoking the prestige of classical Greek mathematics to convince his readers that his
method is still valid for this new type of problem.17
Notice that once again Leonardo does not comment on the fact that the tree method would not work if he used the
wording of the problem as it is given in the introductory header, even though this time that wording is also repeated
as an alternative version of the problem in the body of the solution.
Using the same algebraic shorthand as before, the next four problems18 are seen to be variations on Problem 6.
Thus if we describe Problem 6 in the algebraic form
6.
(( 1




then the following problems deal with numbers x such that
7.
(
x − ( 13 + 14 + 15 + 16)x)2 = x.
8.
(
x + ( 13 + 14 + 15 + 16)x)2 = x.
9.
(
x + (x − ( 13 + 14 + 15 + 16)x))2 = x.
10.
(( 2
3 + 34 + 45
)
x − x)2 = x.
Each problem is solved by the tree method, and Problems 7 and 9 are also solved by the second method used in
Problem 6, that is, by solving a linear problem for the root of the sought number.
17 Leonardo is happy to advertize the Arabic origins of some of his methods [Høyrup, 1998, 18–19], but the only work he ever quotes by name to
justify steps of an argument or calculation is Euclid’s Elements.
18 [Boncompagni, 1857, 175–177; Sigler, 2002, 270–273].
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10, and 11, as well as the start of Problem 12. The header to Problem 11, De iuuenis uita reperienda, has been written before Problem 10, then
crossed out and written in the correct place. Notice how Problem 11 has then been written round this header.
Again the algebraic equations represent Leonardo’s rhetorical versions of the problems as long as they are read as,
“If you do such-and-such to x, then you will get x back again.” Furthermore, this rhetoric once again sets up suitable
processing instructions (equivalent to the left-hand sides of the above equations) and corresponding targets (equivalent
to the right-hand sides) for the tree method to work. Algebraically, both these expressions are variable, and a purely
algebraic view of the above equations ought to accord equal status to both sides. Thus it would become a matter of
chance which side became the processing instructions and which side became the target, even though in the above
examples only one choice gives the correct value for the unknown. As we shall see later, Leonardo eventually has
to address this issue himself in problems where the correct choice is not clear even from the rhetorical form of the
problem (see Problem 75).
As with Problem 6, each of Problems 7 to 10 is stated in two equivalent forms, one that might be represented
algebraically as (f (x))2 = x, and another that could be represented as f (x) = √x, where the function f (x) calculates
some combination of parts of x. As with Problem 5, only one of these equivalent forms is suitable for use in the tree
method. Both of the alternative forms are mentioned in the body of each problem, so it is intriguing that it is the
inappropriate version of each problem that is used as the header for Problems 6 to 9.19 Perhaps this was the form in
which these problems originally arose. In any case, as with Problem 5, Leonardo makes no comment about the need
to transform the problem before applying the tree method.
19 Problem 10 has no header in Boncompagni’s edition because the scribe has mistakenly given it the header for Problem 11 and then crossed that
header out (see Fig. 4).
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Despite what we have seen in Problems 6 to 10, most of Leonardo’s examples of the tree method do in fact reduce
to one of the standard Problems 1 to 5. In this section we shall see how increasingly complex problems are solved by
the standard tree method.
Problem 11 again fails to fit the standard “trees or parts of a tree equal a number” format and, as with Problems 6
to 10, the tree method does not work for the initial rhetorical form of the problem. This time Leonardo shows how
to reduce to one of the standard problems. I quote the problem in full to illustrate the continued use of the formulas
mentioned earlier.
[Problem 11] On finding the life of a young man
A certain young man lived some time. If he lived on as much as he had lived, and so much again, and 13 + 14 of that which
he had lived, and one year more, he would have lived 100 years. It is sought how much he had lived. This in fact has been
posed similarly to the rule of the tree,20 beyond which if you added twice the same length of tree and besides 13 + 14 of
it, and 1, there would be made 100. And it should be done thus: you subtract the 1, namely that which is added over and
above to the years, from the 100. There remains 99. Next you put the young man to have lived 12 years, which if he had
lived on just as much as he lived, and again as much and 13 + 14 as much, he would have 43 years. Therefore you say, “For
the 12 years which I put that the young man had lived, 43 years resulted in total. What should I put so that 99 years result
in total?” You multiply the 12 by the 99. There will be 1188 which you divide by the 43, and 27 2743 years come up, and
that young man lived this much. [Boncompagni, 1857, 177; Sigler, 2002, 273]
Using the same algebraic conventions as before, the rhetorical form of the problem can be represented as
(





x + 1 = 100.
This suggests using (1 + 1 + 1 + 13 + 14 )x + 1 as the processing instructions and 100 as the target for the tree method,
but this would not work. As with the “root” versions of the previous group of problems, Leonardo makes no reference
to this fact. That he does not use the processing instructions suggested by this initial rhetorical form is presumably
sufficient indication that it is unsuitable for the tree method. Leonardo transforms the problem just enough to make it
suitable:
(






From the user’s point of view, Problems 6 to 10 are undoubtedly easier problems, being, as Hughes [2003] points
out, simple applications of the “rules” in Problems 1 to 5. On the other hand, Problem 11 needs some preprocessing.
But Leonardo is not encouraging blind application of the method here. Even though the tree method works immedi-
ately, Problem 6 is not of the correct form (“trees or parts of a tree equal a number”) and so the problem is followed
by further explanation and extra examples. On the other hand, the transformed Problem 11 is completely standard and
so it needs neither further explanation nor extra examples.
This pattern of exposition is maintained throughout the section on tree problems. For straightforward applications
of the method Leonardo gives either a single illustrative example, or else a short sequence of related problems of
increasing complexity. The increasing complexity may be just a matter of having messier parameters (for example,
5 14 and 7
2
3 after a simpler example with 5 and 7) or it may involve having more unknowns (as in the series of prob-
lems about giving and taking mentioned below). But generally speaking, Leonardo does not offer multiple similar
examples on the same theme, and each example seems to be intended as a general description of how to solve prob-
lems of that type. Chemla [2003] observes a similar approach in ancient Chinese mathematics. Conversely, in places
20 Hec enim positio similis est regule arboris. As one of the referees has pointed out, this turn of phrase may mean that Leonardo saw his tree
method as including not just the single false position calculations, but also the indefinite set of operations needed to reduce the problem to standard
form.
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Problems 75–94 discussed below), it seems likely that he is offering reassurance for nonstandard applications of the
method.
In the typical tree problem the unknown is the length of the tree and some parts give a known total. In the next
example several different unknowns (related by given proportions) give rise to these parts. Thus the parts become
the primary unknowns, while the whole recedes into the background. The key idea in such problems, which we shall
meet again in later examples, is to make initial guesses for the unknowns that are in the correct proportions to one
another. The tree method then finds the common scaling factor needed to correct all these guesses. As in most of the
succeeding problems in this section of Liber Abbaci, there is no explicit reduction to a tree problem this time, and the
assurance that it is indeed the tree method being used comes from the use of the formulaic phrases of that method.
[Problem 14] On four pieces of cloth
A certain man bought 4 pieces of cloth for 80 bezants, the first of which he bought for something, and the second he
bought for 23 the price of the first. Moreover, the third he bought for
3
4 the price of the second, and the fourth he bought






5 are found in 60. Therefore, if the first was worth 60, then the second, as it was worth
2
3 of that, is worth 40 bezants.
And the third was worth 30 bezants, that is 34 the price of the second. Moreover, the fourth was worth 24 bezants, since it
is 45 of 30. Next you add the 60 and the 40 and the 30 and the 24, namely the put prices of the abovementioned four pieces.
There will be 154. Since this is meant to be 80, you say, “For the 60 which I put for the price of the first piece, 154 bezants
result in total for the purchase of the four pieces. What should I put so that just 80 results for the total of the same?” You
multiply the 60 by the 80. There will be 4800 which you divide by the rule for 154 . . . 31 1377 bezants will come up, and the
first piece was worth this much. Likewise, to obtain the price of the second, you multiply the 40 by the 80, and you divide
again by [the rule for 154], and 20 6077 bezants will come up for the price of the second piece. [Boncompagni, 1857, 178;
Sigler, 2002, 274]
and similarly for the prices of the third and fourth pieces.
The next level of complication introduced by Leonardo occurs in a series of problems where we are asked to divide
10 into three or more parts in continued proportion. The common ratio of the proportions is not specified, so these
problems are all indeterminate. Here is the first one, with enough of the solution retained to show the continued use
of the formulas mentioned earlier, including the (by now) clearly redundant summary formula (e):
[Problem 24] On the division of 10 into three unequal parts according to a continued proportion
If it is proposed that you divide 10 into three unequal parts for which the product of the smaller by the larger makes as
much as the second multiplied by itself, you do this: you put the first part to be some number, such as 1. Then you put
the second part to be another arbitrary number21 such as, let us say 2. This you multiply by itself, making 4, which you
divide by the 1, and the 4 results. In this way, you have three numbers, namely 1 and 2 and 4, for which the product of the
first by the third, namely the 1 by the 4, makes just as much as the second by itself, namely the 2 by the 2. Whence you
combine the 1 and the 2 and the 4, making 7. Since this is meant to be 10, you say, “For the 1 which I put for the first of
those three parts, 7 results for their total. What should I put for the same so that 10 results for the total?” Therefore you
will multiply the 1 by the 10, which you divide by the 7, and 1 37 will come up for the amount of the first part. Likewise
you will multiply the second part in the same way, namely the 2 by the 10. There will be 20 which you divide again by
the 7, and 2 67 comes up, and the second part is this much. [Boncompagni, 1857, 181; Sigler, 2002, 278]
and similarly for the third part. There is little doubt here that Leonardo is aware of the indeterminacy of this problem:
the second part is an arbitrary number. This is typical of Leonardo’s approach to indeterminate problems. He does not
try to find a general solution (in the modern sense) but he does point out to the reader the existence of arbitrarily many
solutions and a method for finding as many of them as you like.22 The redundant formula (e) may have been included
for reassurance: the method still works in this case where two, rather than one, arbitrary choices have been made.
21 pone ut secunda pars sit alius quislibet numerus [Boncompagni, 1857, 181]. Sigler has omitted the arbitrariness here.
22 See, for example, the solvable problem on four men giving and taking [Boncompagni, 1857, 201; Sigler, 2002, 303]. Here Leonardo tells us
that we can allot the 190 denari between the first and fourth men as we please.
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As if to convince his readers of the power of the tree method, Leonardo shows the method solving a wide variety of
what were probably popular puzzles. So, for example, after this last group of problems, there follows a series appar-
ently inspired by a collection similar to the arithmetical problems of the Greek Anthology.23 Some of the problems,
like the lion, bear, and leopard problem mentioned earlier, have direct analogies in the Anthology. But two groups
of problems represent significant elaborations of simpler Anthology examples. The first of these two groups deals
with containers being filled or emptied. The Anthology already has six examples on this theme, all with various pipes
filling a container at given rates.24 Leonardo gives a single example with a similar structure (various holes emptying a
container at given rates) and then follows it with six more complex examples, one with filling and emptying occurring
simultaneously, and the others with holes at different levels on the side of the vats. All of these problems succumb to
the simple tree method of the first five examples. Thus although the problems present increasingly complex contexts,
there is no further development of the tree method itself.
In the second group of problems related to the Anthology, Leonardo looks at problems on giving and taking. The
Anthology has two such problems, each dealing with just two men.25 Again Leonardo begins by solving similar
problems (three of them this time) complete with an explanation of how they can be reduced to tree problems. He
follows these introductory examples with a further 13 problems, looking at both more complex methods of giving and
taking (each man may have a multiple of the other’s share plus or minus a known number of denari) and larger groups
of men (up to five men). The following example is his first three-man problem, and it shows both his basic method of
reducing such problems to tree problems and his adaptation of the tree method to these reduced problems. Notice that
this time the reduced problem is quite standard and the summary formula (e) has been left out.
[Problem 57] A similar problem among three men
Likewise three men have denari, and one of them said to the other two, “If you were to give me 7 of your denari, I would
have five times as much as you.” The second said to the others, “If you were to give me 9 of your denari, I would have [six]
times as much as you.” The third seeks 11 denari, and he proposes to have seven times as much as them. It is sought how
many each one had. This rule indeed should be done by the rule of the fifth tree thus: you will see, for each one, which
part he had of the entire sum of their denari, by having those denari which he sought from the others. This should be seen
thus: since the first, having taken 7 denari from the others, proposes to have five times as much as them, if he then had five
arbitrary quantities, the remaining two will have one of the same quantity, and therefore the first has 56 of all the denari
minus those 7 denari. And in the same way, the second has 67 of the entire sum [minus] the 9 denari which he seeks from
the rest. And similarly the third has 78 of their entire sum minus those 11 denari which he seeks from the rest. Therefore
among them all they have 56 + 67 + 78 of the entire sum minus 7, 9 and 11, that is 27 denari. Therefore 56 + 67 + 78 of all
those denari exceeds their sum by 27 denari. Whence this problem is made similar to the tree: 56 + 67 + 78 of it exceeds the




8 , namely 168. You
take 56 of this, which is 140; and
6
7 , which is 144; and
7
8 , which is 147; which you add together. There will be 431 from
which you subtract 168. There will remain 263 which is meant to be 27. Therefore you will multiply the 140 by the 27,
and divide by the 263, and 14 98263 denari will come up. The first man had this much when he had the 7 denari which he
sought from the rest. Therefore you subtract the 7 from the 14 98263 . There will remain 7
98
263 and the first had this much.
[Boncompagni, 1857, 198–199; Sigler, 2002, 300]
followed by a similar calculation of the second and third men’s denari.
Using the same algebraic conventions as before, we could represent Problem 57 as a system of linear equations,
23 The Greek Anthology is a collection of epigrams from the classical and Byzantine periods. The sole surviving manuscript dates from the tenth
century [Singmaster, 1988], about 200 years before Leonardo. Book XIV contains a series of mathematical puzzles attributed to one Metrodorus,
possibly in the fourth century C.E. [Paton, 1918, Book XIV]. Since the Anthology was later edited by Maximus Planudes in 1301, it is certainly
possible that Leonardo was aware of these mathematical problems.
24 [Paton, 1918, Book XIV, Epigrams 7, 130–133 and 135].
25 [Paton, 1918, Book XIV, Epigrams 145 and 146].
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b + 9 = 6(c + a − 9),
c + 11 = 7(a + b − 11),
but as before, we would then run the risk of misrepresenting Leonardo’s ideas. For example, after a similar modern-
ization of one of Leonardo’s two-man problems, Katz [1998, 308] goes on to describe his solution method as the
introduction of a new unknown s = a + b, followed by reduction to a single equation that gives s, and from that a and
b can be calculated.26 Clearly this is not a complete misrepresentation of the above calculations, but it does differ in
some important respects.
Firstly, the total sum of denari is a natural quantity to consider in such a problem, and Leonardo’s decision to
express each man’s share as a fraction of this sum is a natural consequence of the proportional form of the data.
Indeed the idea is a natural extension of the technique which we saw in Problem 14 with the four pieces of cloth.
From an algebraic point of view, on the other hand, defining a new unknown s = a + b + c seems rather a clever trick
(clever enough to merit highlighting in a general history of algebra, for example). On a different level of cleverness
altogether, Netz has shown how Heath’s algebraic treatment of Archimedes’ division of the sphere [Heath, 1921, II,
43–45] has a similarly distorting effect on our appreciation of Archimedes’ possible thought processes [Netz, 2004,
Section 1.3]. Another difference between the two representations of this problem is that Leonardo never finds the total
sum (in other words he does not solve for s). He carries the tree method calculations just far enough to see how much
he needs to scale his initial guesses for the unknown parts of the whole. In fact his abstraction of the problem to a tree
problem is not a complete break from the original problem, as it might be in an algebraic treatment,27 since he keeps
in mind that what he is really interested in is the quantities which we would call 56 s − 7, 67 s − 9, and 78 s − 11. Finally,
in Leonardo’s solution the reduced problem is not solved as we would now solve a simple linear equation, namely by
division by a coefficient. It is in fact solved by false position (the tree method). Thus an algebraic representation of
Leonardo’s method can produce significant distortions to his pattern of thought.
Other important mathematical ideas arise in this group of problems: some problems are unsolvable in various
senses, and others are indeterminate. However, these have no direct bearing on Leonardo’s treatment of the tree
method, so we move on to the next significant group of problems.
3.4. Further nonstandard problems and their justification
We conclude our discussion of the third section of Chapter 12 of Liber Abbaci by looking at two further situations
where Leonardo uses the tree method to solve nonstandard problems. As with Problems 6 to 10, this next group
of problems presents difficulties which an algebraist might attribute to the nonlinear nature of the corresponding
equations. For Leonardo, however, the difficulty is once again associated with the characteristic summary formula (e).
This time he offers a resolution aimed directly at the observed irregularities in the formula.
[Problem 66] On three men who acquired unequally from a purse
Three men discovered some bezants from which each took unequally so that the product of the first’s bezants by a third of
the total makes as much as the product of the second’s bezants by a fourth of the total, and as much as the product of the
third’s bezants by a fifth of the same total. And these three equal products gathered together make the same total of the
bezants which those three men had discovered. [Boncompagni, 1857, 204–205; Sigler, 2002, 307]




















26 Van der Waerden [1985, 36] gives a similar account of one of Leonardo’s problems about men buying horses.
27 Or, indeed, as it might be in an algorithmic treatment.






















Paraphrasing Leonardo’s solution, he makes an initial guess a = 3, b = 4, c = 5 because this satisfies the first condi-




















which should be 12 according to the second condition. He summarizes the situation with the usual formulas
There will be 36 which is meant to be 12. Therefore you say, “For the 3 which I put for the quantity of the first’s bezants,
36 results. What should I put so that just 12 results?” [Boncompagni, 1857, 205; Sigler, 2002, 307]
In manuscripts C and P an accompanying marginal table (Fig. 5a) shows how to calculate the three unknowns. This is
the only time after Problem 6 that we see all three summary statements for the tree method (the formulas (d) and (e)
from Table 1 and a marginal table). Presumably this is a signal that Leonardo (and the author of the table) thought that
extra care is needed for such problems.
Notice that once again the rhetorical form of the second condition has indicated the appropriate processing instruc-
tions and target value for the tree method. Following the standard recipe he calculates a = 1, b = 1 13 , c = 1 23 . As
happened with Problem 6, this (correct) solution does not fit the summary question (e): substituting these values does
not give the supposedly desired 12. For Problem 6 Leonardo responded to this dilemma with an alternative method
and a geometric proof. This time too he offers double reassurance. First he gives an unexplained recipe28 for such
problems, using it to solve the above problem and a similar four man problem. Then he finds a rhetorical resolution
of the dilemma while solving a more complex five man version of the problem. This problem is too long to include
here, but if we adapt the same idea to Problem 66, then it amounts to rewording the above summary question as
You say, “For the 3 which I put for the quantity of the first’s bezants, there results three times the total. What should I put
so that just one times as much results?”29
Problem 68 also has a marginal table (present in all three manuscripts that I have consulted) and it has been con-
structed in line with this rewording (see Fig. 5b). With this rewording the solution now fits properly in both contexts.
Algebraically we could be tempted to say that Leonardo has cancelled the factor s in the second condition, and so has
obtained a standard tree problem. However, the rhetorical version, with its bare recognition of that factor, is still some
distance from using, or needing, such an algebraic operation. Indeed, the operation is more like a change of units, with
quantities expressed as so many totals, rather than so many bezants.
28 The recipe is easy to explain algebraically, but it may just represent the calculations of the revised tree method mentioned below.
29 Compare with [Boncompagni, 1857, 206; Sigler, 2002, 309].
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From the algebraic point of view, a similar reduction would work for Problem 6: a factor x in the original equa-
tion ( 1920x)
2 = x could be cancelled to give a standard tree problem ( 1920 )2x = 1. However, this is harder to achieve
rhetorically, as the common factor is buried in the rhetorically complex equivalent “so many parts of x and the result
multiplied by itself,” so it is not surprising that Leonardo uses this idea only for Problem 68.
Most of the remainder of Leonardo’s exposition of tree problems is devoted to a group of twenty problems which yet
again stretch the limits of the tree method. In algebraic terms the difficulties are again caused by nonlinear constraints
on the unknowns. However, this time Leonardo does not seem to be able to resolve the difficulties. Here is the first
problem of this group. The solution is accompanied by the marginal table30 shown in Fig. 6.
[Problem 75] On two numbers to be found according to some given proportion
There are two numbers, and 15 of one is
1
7 of the other; and their product is as much as their sum. You first discover
two numbers so that 15 of one is
1
7 of the other; and they will be 5 and 7. You put these for the sought numbers, and
you add the 5 with the 7. There will be 12. But the product of the 5 by the 7 makes 35. Since this is meant to be 12,
you multiply the 12 by the 5, and the 12 by the 7, and you divide both products by the 35. You will have 1 57 for the first
number, and 2 25 for the second. [Boncompagni, 1857, 209; Sigler, 2002, 312]
Resorting to algebraic shorthand31 once more, there follows a series of problems all with the same proportion
assumed32 (namely 15x = 17y) but with variations on the second condition [Boncompagni, 1857, 209–210; Sigler,
2002, 312–314]:
75. xy = x + y.












)= ( 15x)+ ( 17y).
79. xy = 2(x + y).
80. x + y = 3(xy).
81. xy = 4( 15x + 17y).






)= 6( 15x + 17y).







This group of 10 problems is followed by a similar group of 10 problems that instead use the proportion ( 13 + 14 )x =
( 14 + 15 )y with the same coefficients 13 + 14 and 14 + 15 also appearing in the second condition, as in Problems 75
to 84 [Boncompagni, 1857, 210–211; Sigler, 2002, 314–316]. Most of the solutions are very abbreviated (after all, the
similarity of successive problems means that many calculations can be carried over from one problem to the next) and
almost all the formulaic phrases are omitted. Problem 83 is typical, its complete statement and solution being simply
30 Boncompagni’s table for this problem has the 12 under the 7, but I have corrected this in line with manuscripts C, P and G.
31 In this case an algorithmic representation, such as 15 x = 17 y and xy → x + y, would miss the essentially symmetrical nature of the second
condition, a symmetry brought out by the way Leonardo interchanges the roles of product and sum in the following problems.
32 It is true that the proportion is left unstated in some of these problems, but the initial choices in the solutions make it clear that the same
proportion is to be understood. Sigler misinterprets the situation here and his notes mention other solutions as if some of the problems were
indeterminate. As we saw in Problem 24, if Leonardo had intended the problems to be indeterminate, he would normally have signalled the
arbitrariness of the proportions concerned.
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of 5 with 17 of 7. There will be [2]. The sextuple of this, namely 12, you multiply by the 5 and by the 7. There will be 60
and 84 which you divide by the product of a fifth part of the 5 by a seventh part of the 7, namely by one. You will have 60
for the first number, and 84 for the second. [Boncompagni, 1857, 210; Sigler, 2002, 314]
along with a marginal table similar to Fig. 6. It is worth noting that, despite the scarcity of such marginal tables
in the rest of this section, 13 of the 20 problems here are accompanied by tables in Boncompagni’s manuscript C.
Almost all of these tables also appear in manuscript G, while the earlier P just has the six tables which C gives for
Problems 75–84.
As with the earlier groups of problems, 6–10 and 66–68, my algebraic versions have been written to follow the flow
of Leonardo’s rhetoric. So far this flow has provided a reliable indicator of the appropriate processing instructions and
target for the tree method. For the present examples, however, this is no longer true. As is apparent in the above list of
equations, there is no natural choice for processing instructions or target. After doing five examples Leonardo finally
notes
And observe that in all the abovewritten ones, and also in the following, we always give division by the number which is
acquired from the product of the multiples of the two numbers. [Boncompagni, 1857, 209; Sigler, 2002, 313]
That is, in terms of Fig. 6, the product always goes where the 35 is, and the sum always goes where the 12 is,
regardless of how the problem is phrased (or, in algebraic terms, regardless of which way round the equation is
written). Algebraically it is easy to see why this is the correct choice, but for Leonardo it seems to be more of an
experimentally observed fact, which he backs up with an unusually large number of examples. In the absence of the
other tree rule formulas, the marginal tables help to structure the solving process. However, they also highlight a further
difficulty. We have seen that the table duplicates the role of the summary formula (e). As happened in Problem 6, the
final answers to these problems do not give the expected result. For example, in Problem 75, if we put 1 57 for the first
number and 2 25 for the second, we certainly do not get the 12 suggested by Fig. 6 or by the implicit formula (e).
As noted earlier, when Leonardo was faced with this dilemma in Problem 6, he responded with an alternative
method and a geometric proof. This time he offers neither. Why not? One possible method would be a modification of
the direct method (regula recta) that he had introduced a few pages earlier. For example,33 if we let the first number
be 5x (where Leonardo might say “five things”) then the second number would be 7x. Thus their product 35x2 (for
Leonardo’s “35 census”) must equal their sum 12x and so x = 1235 . Thus the first number is 127 and the second is 125 .
Leonardo certainly performs similar calculations when expounding al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s al-jabr in his last chapter, but his
applications of the direct method never involve census terms, and never use the radix synonym for res, or thing, which
is found in that last chapter. In fact Høyrup has argued that regula recta and al-jabr actually come from different
traditions [Høyrup, 2002, 414, Note 506]. So Leonardo may have seen them as different methods, with al-jabr being
perhaps too advanced for this earlier chapter. On the other hand, Woepcke notes that among Arab mathematicians
a distinction was drawn between proofs, which used geometric constructions, and explanations, which used algebra
or arithmetic [Woepcke, 1853, 6]. Perhaps, for Leonardo, algebraic explanations lacked the prestige that he seems to
have accorded to geometric proofs.
What about a geometric proof? Again, it is not too hard to see how Leonardo’s normal geometric methods
[Bartolozzi and Franci, 1990, 5–9] might solve these problems. Consider, for example, the problem represented al-
gebraically by the equations ax = by and xy = cx + dy (all Leonardo’s problems can be scaled to problems of this
form). Notice that the second condition says that the two shaded areas must equal the white rectangle in the left-hand
diagram of Fig. 7. Reflecting the shaded areas into the white rectangle, this means the two shaded rectangles must
be equal in the right-hand diagram. Hence the sides of these shaded rectangles are in reciprocal proportion to one
another, Elements VI, 14, or symbolically
x − d : c = d : y − c.
33 See Diophantus I, 31–38 [Heath, 1910, 141–142] for similar examples, although it seems doubtful whether Leonardo would have had access to
Diophantus even via Arabic sources [Miura, 1981; Rashed, 1994].
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Now Elements V, 12 says that these proportions are in turn the same as
(x − d) + d : c + (y − c) = x : y.
As this last proportion is given, we can thus find x and y by solving the geometric equivalents of the proportions
b : a = x − d : c = d : y − c.
Apart from the reflection step, the ideas here are very similar to those Leonardo used for Problem 6. Perhaps
Leonardo balked at the idea of converting this into a recipe for all the problems in the group (the scaling step makes
it a bit messy). Or perhaps he simply did not see this idea. As we saw earlier, he did not use the simplest possible
geometric proof for Problem 6. Furthermore, Rashed gives an example where Leonardo seems not to have noticed
that a sequence of problems using the numbers 7, 11, and 23 is in fact exhibiting a general property of prime numbers
[Rashed, 1994, 150–154]. So maybe he was similarly guilty of an oversight here too.
Thus although it is likely that the large number of examples here is Leonardo’s response to the mismatch in the
summary formula (e), it is not clear why he offered no alternative method or geometric proof.
4. Later applications of the tree method in Liber Abbaci
The next two sections of Chapter 12 of Liber Abbaci generally deal with indeterminate problems—men finding a
purse (Section 4) and men buying a horse (Section 5).34 In each case Leonardo’s first solution method is based on the
key idea of the tree method, namely putting a convenient known value for some unknown quantity in the problem.
This time there is no need to scale the values that he deduces for the primary unknowns. However, in both sections
Leonardo goes on to say that determinate versions of the same problems, with known values for the contents of the
purse or the price of the horse, can be found by scaling the solutions he has just calculated, in other words, by using
the full tree method [Boncompagni, 1857, 214 and 229; Sigler, 2002, 319 and 338].
When Leonardo uses the tree method in later sections of Liber Abbaci, he generally uses the basic method that
he taught in Problems 1 to 5. Some examples were mentioned earlier: the traveler making a profit (Section 6 of
Chapter 12) and the scaling step in double false position (Chapter 13). In this section we shall look at two problems
from the final chapter of Liber Abbaci (Chapter 15). In each case Leonardo develops further one of the problems we
have already discussed, and in so doing he also extends even further the applicability of his tree method.
34 See [Vogel, 1940] for a detailed discussion of Section 5.
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This problem, from the third and final section of Chapter 15, may be thought of as a sequel to Problem 24 discussed
earlier. This final section of Liber Abbaci deals with the algebra of al-Khwa¯rizmı¯, and in this problem Leonardo shows
how the tree method can be used in conjunction with al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s algebra.
And if it is said, “I divided 10 into 3 parts, and the product of the smaller by the larger was the same as the product of the
middle part by itself, and the product of the smaller by itself and the middle part by itself are the same as the product of
the larger part by itself,” you first put one denaro for the smaller part, and the thing for the middle, and the census for the
larger. [Boncompagni, 1857, 448; Sigler, 2002, 603]
Thus Leonardo seeks to divide 10 into three parts a, b, c in continued proportion. As we saw in Problem 24, this
is an indeterminate problem, and in the present case Leonardo makes the problem determinate by asking that, in
algebraic terms, we also have a2 + b2 = c2.
As in Problem 24, Leonardo begins by putting 1 denaro for the least part.35 In Problem 24, the indeterminacy of
the problem allowed Leonardo to choose the middle part arbitrarily, but this time it is not clear which value will work.
So in accordance with the methods of this section of Chapter 15, Leonardo calls this unknown middle part the thing,
and as the three parts are to be in continued proportion, the third part must now be the thing squared, or census. Thus
in algebraic terms Leonardo has put 1, x, x2 for the three parts. The condition on the products can be represented
symbolically36 as
x2x2 = x2 + 1.









so that x must be the root of this quantity. He now continues:
and since these three parts united do not make 10 denari, and we wished to divide 10 according to the abovewritten
conditions, as the union of the three discovered parts is to 10, so is the denaro to that which arises from the 10 for the
smaller part. Therefore we put it that the thing comes from that 10 for the smaller part. As the union of the aforesaid three
discovered parts is to the 10, so will the denaro be to the thing. Therefore the product of the thing by the aforesaid three
discovered parts will be equal to the product of the denaro by the 10. [Boncompagni, 1857, 448; Sigler, 2002, 603]
Here he is applying the standard tree method correction to his initial guess: if we call the desired least part x
(Leonardo’s new thing in the last excerpt), and write a, b, c for the parts just found, then Leonardo is saying that
a + b + c : 10 = 1 : x
and so
x(a + b + c) = 10.




















35 In Chapter 15 quantities that we might think of as abstract constants are often referred to as known amounts of money, in this case 1 denaro.
36 For Leonardo the product of census by itself is census census.
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irrational data), which he solves using the appropriate formula to find that the least part must be 5 − 5
√√
3125 − 50.
This of course gives the scaling factor that the tree method would use to adjust the middle and greatest parts so that a,
b, c become parts of 10. However, instead of doing this, Leonardo derives the other two parts directly, using the same
techniques again each time, possibly because this less direct route produces simpler surd expressions for the parts.38
Leonardo does not go beyond quadratic problems, or problems reducible to them, so in a sense this example shows
the most advanced algebra that Leonardo deals with, and even in this context the tree method (false position) appears
as a useful and familiar tool for solving problems.
4.2. Example: Three numbers whose sum equals their product
In all the examples discussed so far the guess is transformed into a solution by using the simple proportion (or






Our final example, from the end of Section 2 of Chapter 15 of Liber Abbaci, is the only example Leonardo offers
of a compounded (or nonlinear) variation on this relationship.39 Simpler examples of such nonlinear variations have
been found in Old Babylonian mathematics [Høyrup, 2002, 58–60 and 209–212], to mention one example, and the
absence of similar examples in Liber Abbaci is a little puzzling. Although this section of Chapter 15 deals mostly
with quadratic and cubic proportions arising in geometry and commerce, Leonardo gives only one example of this
nonlinear variant of false position, and it seems his main interest was not in the method itself, but in completing his
earlier discussion (Problems 75–94) about numbers whose sum equals their product.
There are three numbers, of which a half of the first is a third part of the second, and a fourth part of the second is a fifth
part of the third number. Also those three numbers multiplied together (namely the first by the second, the result of which
is multiplied by the third) make the sum of the same [numbers]. You discover first three numbers of which a half of the
first is a third part of the second, and a fourth of the second is a fifth of the third. They will be 8 and 12 and 15. Therefore
you put the first number to be 8, the second 12, the third 15, and you multiply them together, and also add them. Their
product will be 1440 and their sum is 35. You therefore see what part the said sum is of the aforesaid product, because
the same part will the square of each sought number be of the square of its own put number. And so because the 35 of
the 1440 is 7288 , the square of the first sought number is
7
288 of the square of 8, namely of 64. Similarly the square of the
second sought number is 7288 of the square of 12, namely of 144. And also the square of the third sought number is
7
288
of the square of 15, namely of 225. [Boncompagni, 1857, 405; Sigler, 2002, 553]
As with Problem 75, Leonardo offers no explanation for his solution. He does, however, offer a modified version
of this rule for a more general situation:
And it should be observed that when there are just two numbers, the proportion of each put number to its corresponding
sought one will be as the proportion of the product of those put to the sum of the same, and the proportion is called simple.
And when there are three numbers, as the product of the three put numbers is to the total of their sum, so will be the square
37 From the modern point of view, reduce is probably not the appropriate word here, as the equation is of course linear in x already. As often
happens in Chapter 15 when Leonardo has to deal with surds, he squares the linear condition to simplify the surd constants, and then solves the
resulting quadratic for x.
38 [Hughes, 2004, 343], on the other hand, sees this extra work as an example of one of Leonardo’s standard teaching techniques: encouraging his
students to find other ways of solving a problem.
39 Similar calculations do feature in a problem earlier in the same section of Chapter 15 [Boncompagni, 1857, 401; Sigler, 2002, 548]. There
Leonardo considers a problem that can be represented algebraically as 15 x = 19 y and xy = 80. He begins by finding two numbers, 5 and 9, which
satisfy the first condition. But instead of scaling both these numbers by
√
80




9 and y =
√
9·80
5 . The calculations are completely equivalent, of course, but it would appear that Leonardo did not want to present the
solution as a false position in this case.
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are four numbers, as that made from the product of the put ones is to that made from the sum of the same, so will be the
cube of each put one to the cube of its corresponding sought one; and the proportion is called triplicate . . . And when there
are five numbers, the proportion of the put ones to their corresponding sought ones will be quadruple for these, as we said
above. And for six numbers, the proportion turns out to be quintuple, and so on. [Boncompagni, 1857, 405–406; Sigler,
2002, 553–554]
This is possibly a little obscure, but algebraically Leonardo is claiming that if we seek n numbers x1, x2, . . . , xn in
given proportion to one another, and such that
x1x2 . . . xn = x1 + x2 + · · · + xn
then we should put any n numbers ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξn that are in the correct proportion and then we can find each xi by
solving
(ξ1ξ2 . . . ξn)/(ξ1 + ξ2 + · · · + ξn) = ξn−1i /xn−1i .
This is (correct and) sufficiently complicated so that there can be little doubt that Leonardo knows what he is doing
here. Furthermore, he clearly feels there is no need to say any more by way of explanation, since he concludes his
single example by saying
We can propose many diverse problems of the same type in three or more numbers, in line with what we did above for
problems with two numbers, the solutions of all of which can be discovered sufficiently clearly from what has been said.
[Boncompagni, 1857, 406; Sigler, 2002, 554]
This comment presumably refers to Problems 75–94, discussed some 200 pages earlier in the text, and suggests that
the reader can verify the new rules by constructing more examples just as Leonardo did for that earlier group of
problems. What is not so clear is whether Leonardo can put this rule on the same kind of firm foundation as the other
rules we have met in this paper. A direct geometric proof (along the lines of that suggested earlier for Problem 75) is
unlikely here. For the three unknowns in the first problem, there is no simple three-dimensional analogue of the idea
in Fig. 7. For the more general situation of four, five, or six unknowns, we would be entering the improbable realms
of higher dimensional geometry.
Another possibility would be an explanation in terms of proportions of numbers. By this stage of Liber Abbaci,
Leonardo has discussed more sophisticated problems on proportion (Section 1 of Chapter 15 deals with this topic).
However, his toolbox still consists mostly of composition, separation, and permutation, as in Elements V, VI, and VII
[Bartolozzi and Franci, 1990, 7–9]. It is unlikely these would be enough to explain why his general statement is valid
(he needs to be able to manipulate proportions between dimensionally distinct quantities like xyz and x + y + z for
example) even though the necessary manipulations look quite simple to someone familiar with algebra.
Thus Leonardo’s claims may have been based solely on experimental evidence, and the lack of a proof may mean
that these problems are puzzles that have not yet succumbed to al-Khwa¯rizmı¯’s methods [Netz, 2004, 141]. Perhaps
they were a relatively novel group of puzzles (they are not in either the Greek Anthology or Diophantus, for example).
They do not appear in Al-Karajı¯’s collection, either [Woepcke, 1853], so if the problems do have Arabic origins,
perhaps they were laid aside in the new enthusiasm for Diophantus’ work, much as happened when Bombelli learned
of Diophantus [Jayawardene, 1973].
5. Conclusions
We began by looking at rhetorical features of Leonardo’s exposition of false position, or the tree method. Although
the rhetoric can appear ponderous or even obscure to modern readers, there are also benefits that we can lose if
we replace it with an algebraic representation. For example, as we saw in Problems 1 to 5, the rhetorical flow of
a problem, “If you do such-and-such to the unknown, then you will get a certain value,” makes it easy to identify
appropriate processing instructions (do such-and-such to the unknown) and a corresponding target (a certain value)
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ambiguous.
Furthermore, algebraic arguments can differ subtly from their rhetorical counterparts. Thus, whereas an algebraic
change of variable tends to eliminate mention of the original unknowns, in the rhetorical version of this technique
(Problem 57) Leonardo seems to be simultaneously thinking in terms of both sets of unknowns. Similarly an operation
that we might represent algebraically as cancellation of a common factor appears in rhetorical terms more like a change
of units (Problems 66–68).
The rhetorical style also lends itself to a use of formulaic phrases. These can help us to organize the calculation
of the unknown quantity (a role played nowadays, of course, by algebraic formulas). Using characteristic formulaic
phrases can also signal to the reader that a particular method is being used. This is especially helpful in the case of
the tree method since, although Leonardo sets up Problems 1 to 5 as standard “tree problems,” he only occasionally
does an explicit reduction to these standard problems (as in Problems 11 and 57). Far more often he simply applies the
method without any comment (as in Problems 6, 14, 24, 66, and 75 and Example 4.1) leaving the formulaic phrases
to tell the reader what is happening.
Finally, formulaic phrases can also help to emphasize that the same method is being used to solve many different
problems. This latter idea is an important theme in Renaissance mathematics [Spiesser, 2000, 373], and even in Liber
Abbaci itself. For example, the direct method, or regula recta, is introduced in this same section as being “most
praiseworthy since by it endless problems can be solved” [Boncompagni, 1857, 191; Sigler, 2002, 291]. Similarly a
whole chapter is devoted to double false position because by it “the solution of almost all problems is discovered”
[Boncompagni, 1857, 318; Sigler, 2002, 447]. This raises the obvious question of when one should use the tree method
to solve a problem. The diversity of problems solved by the method seems to preclude the existence of any general
rule. Indeed the scarcity of explicit reductions to the standard tree problems suggests that Leonardo favored a different
approach, exposing the reader to a range of typical cases and hoping thereby to nurture an intuition for the scope of
the method. In his use of the tree method on irregular problems such as Problems 6, 66, and 75 and its extension to
the problem in Example 4.2, Leonardo seems to be telling us to try the method on a problem and, if it works, then we
have discovered another type of problem it can solve. However the situation is not so simple. Another theme which
recurs throughout Liber Abbaci is a goal which Leonardo states in his introduction, namely “demonstrating almost
everything that I have included by a firm proof” [Burnett, 2003, 87]. In the context of tree problems, this may be seen
as part of a tradition of critiquing well-known problems [Høyrup, 2002, 98, 362–367 and 400–405], a tradition that
Leonardo probably inherited from his Arab sources [Netz, 2004, 140–142]. Among other things this involves a search
for proofs or justifications in terms of some accepted canon. Generally speaking, in Liber Abbaci Leonardo works
with the same pseudo-Euclidean canon as his Arab predecessors, and we saw an example of this in his explanation of
Problem 6.
In this paper I have argued that Leonardo’s rhetoric offers clues as to when he thought a problem needed further
explanation. Thus he seems to use the summary formula, “For the guess which I put, such-and-such results. What
should I put so that the target results?” as a diagnostic tool. If the corrected value of the guess fits this summary
formula then not only has Leonardo found a solution, but the problem conforms to the basic type of tree problem
envisaged in his first five problems, and so no further explanation is needed. On the other hand, if the corrected value
gives a solution but does not fit this summary formula (as happens in Problems 6, 66, and 75) then, although the
tree method clearly works, further explanation does seem to be needed. Thus the summary formula seems to be a
de facto classification tool, indicating whether or not a given problem is a tree problem, and even whether further
justification of the tree method may be needed.40 However, this further justification does not always conform to his
preferred canon. For Problem 66 he finds a rhetorical resolution which converts the problem to the standard form. And
in Problem 75, canonical justification is replaced by an overwhelming number of confirmatory examples, as if to say
that sometimes we have to content ourselves with seeing that a method works in practice, while hoping that a better
justification will be supplied by later mathematicians. In fact it seems that, somewhere in the chain of development
from Problem 6 to Problem 75 to Example 4.2, Leonardo has passed from things that he can justify in terms of his
pseudo-Euclidean canon to those he cannot.
40 To modern eyes this seems to focus on symptoms (accidents of the calculations) rather than on causes (the algebraic form of the problems). But
it is not as bad as appears at first sight. Although the summary formula appears to focus on symptoms, it is in fact a reliable indicator of causes: if
putting the solution gives the stated target, then the problem must indeed be of the type “trees or parts of a tree equal a number.”
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Appendix A
For the reader’s convenience we present here the original Latin versions of the key formulaic phrases (as given in
Boncompagni’s edition) for each of the problems discussed in this paper. Numbers refer to the problem numbers used
in this paper. Page references to Boncompagni’s edition are given earlier in the paper. Gaps below indicate that the
relevant step is missing from that problem.
It is worth noting that Boncompagni has spelt out in full many words that are given in abbreviated form in the
manuscript he was following (Conv. Soppr. C.I.2616 at the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale in Florence). For example,
que is usually written as q˜ in the manuscript (even when it is a syllable in a longer word). Although this alters the
appearance of the text, it seems unlikely that it would alter the flow of the text as it was read, just as writing no. for
number has little effect on the flow of a text in English. Similarly, this would be unlikely to affect the formulaic nature
of the phrases listed below. Boncompagni has also modernized the manuscript’s numerals (from an early form of our
Arabic numerals to the form we use now). The excerpts below retain both these types of changes to the manuscript
version of Leonardo’s text. On the other hand, Boncompagni’s edition also has extra punctuation and, as this could
affect the rhetorical flow, I have followed the manuscript’s punctuation instead.
For a comparison with the actual manuscript, notice that Problems 5 and 11 are given in full in Figs. 1 and 4.
(a) Recognize the problem type
(1) Est arbor cuius 14 13 latet sub terra et sunt palmi 21
(5) est arbor de quo acceptis 45 34 et de collecta quantitate si extraxeris quantitatem illius arboris remanent 33
(6) —




3 et 1 fient 100
(14) —
(24) —
(57) unde assimulatur hec questio arbori illi 78 67 56 superant longitudinem arboris palmis 27
(66) —
(75) —
(b) Identify the unknown
(1) Queritur quanta sit arboris illius longitudo
(5) queritur rursum quanta sit illius arboris longitudo
(6) queritur quis sit numerus ille
(11) queritur quantum uixerat
(14) queritur quantum ualuit unaqueque petia
(24) —
(57) queritur quot unusquisque habebat
(66) queritur que fuit illa summa et quot unusquisque ex ea assumpserat
(75) —
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(1) Pone ipsum esse 12
(5) pone ut ipsa sit 20
(6) pones iterum ut sit 60
(11) pone iuuenis uixisset annos 12
(14) pone ut prima ualeret bizantios 60
(24) pone ut prima pars sit aliquis numerus ut 1
(57) —
(66) pone itaque ut primus sumeret bizantios 3 et secundus 4 et tertius 5
(75) eruntque 5 et 7 que pone pro quesitis numeris
(d) Compare result with target value
(1) Erunt 7 que si essent 21 fortuitu utique haberemus propositum
(5) remanent 11 que cum uelint esse 33
(6) erunt 3249 que uellent esse 60
(11) —
(14) erunt 154 que cum uelint esse 80
(24) faciunt 7 que cum uellent esse 10
(57) remanebunt 263 que uellent esse 27
(66) erunt 36 que uellent esse 12
(75) facit 35 que cum uelint esse 12
(e) Summarize the situation
(1) Quare consueuit dicere pro 12 que pono ueniunt 7 quid ponam ut ueniant 21
(5) dices per 20 que pono in quantitate arboris perueniunt 11 quid ponam ut perueniant 33
(6) dic ergo pro 60 que pono pro quantitate numeri ueniunt 3249 quid ponam ut perueniant tantum 60
(11) ergo dices pro annis 12 quos pono ut iuuenis uixisset ueniunt in summa anni 43 quid ponam ut ueniant in summa
anni 60
(14) dic pro 60 que pono pro pretio prime petie ueniunt in summa emptionis quattuor petiarum bizantii 154 quid
ponam ut ueniant tantum in earundem summam 80
(24) dices pro 1 quod pono pro prima illarum trium partium peruenit 7 in earum summa quid ponam pro eadem ut
perueniat in summam 10
(57) —
(66) quare dices per 3 que pono in quantitate bizantiorum primi ueniunt 36 quid ponam ut ueniant tantum 12
(75) —
(f) Calculate the correct value
(1) Multiplicandi sunt insimul numeri extremi scilicet 12 per 21 et summa diuidenda est per reliquum numerum
(5) multiplicabis 20 per 33 et diuides per 11
(6) multiplicabis itaque 60 per 60 facient 3600 que diuides per regulam de 3249
(11) multiplica 12 per 99 erunt 1188 que diuide per 43
(14) multiplica 60 per 80 erunt 4800 que diuide per regulam de 154
(24) multiplicabis itaque 1 per 10 que diuides per 7
(57) multiplicabis 140 per 27 et diuide per 263
(66) multiplicabis ergo 3 per 12 et diuides per 36
(75) multiplica 12 per 5, et 12 per 7, et diuides utramque multiplicationem per 35
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